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By dual gating a few-layer MoS2 flake, we induce spatially separated electronic states showing
superconductivity and Shubnikov–de Haas (SdH) oscillations. While the highly confined superconduc-
tivity forms at the K=K0 valleys of the topmost layer, the SdH oscillations are contributed by the electrons
residing in the Q=Q0 valleys of the rest of the bottom layers, which is confirmed by the extracted Landau
level degeneracy of 3, electron effective mass of 0.6me, and carrier density of 5 × 1012 cm−2. Mimicking
conventional heterostructures, the interaction between the heteroelectronic states can be electrically
manipulated, which enables “bipolarlike” superconducting transistor operation. The off-on-off switching
pattern can be continuously accessed at low temperatures by a field effect depletion of carriers with a
negative back gate bias and the proximity effect between the top superconducting layer and the bottom
metallic layers that quenches the superconductivity at a positive back gate bias.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.147002

Traditional heterojunctions are constructed by growing
semiconducting films with dissimilar electronic structures on
topof eachother.Recently, a newclass of heterostructures has
been developed by stacking different two-dimensional (2D)
atomic crystals with the van der Waals (vdW) force [1–3].
Strong in-plane covalent bonding prevents the interdiffusion
of atoms; hence, the stacking is not restricted by a lattice
parameter mismatch. Many novel electronic functionalities
have been developed through various combinations of
atomically thin 2D crystals [4–13]. In the study of vdW
heterostructures, transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs)
with the formulaMX2 (M, Mo, W, Ta, Nb, etc., X, S, Se, or
Te) are of particular interest becauseof their diverse electronic
properties. Because of their structural similarity, TMDs have
a quite unified band structure with the Fermi level located at
different heights, depending on the number of valence
electrons of the metal element [14]. Correspondingly,
TMDs showelectronic properties ranging from semiconduct-
ing [15,16] to metallic [17] and even superconducting
[18,19]. Theoretically, the Fermi level of one TMD can be
shifted by a field effect to access the electronic properties of
other TMDs; therefore, the functionalities of vdW hetero-
structures can be realized in a single TMD material by
inducing heteroelectronic states in different layers. However,
traditional solid state gates are generally too weak to achieve
this goal. Thanks to the recently developed ionic liquid gating
technique [20–29], the Fermi level can be shifted in a much
larger amount and exotic electronic properties appear; e.g.,
superconductivity with Ising protection has been observed in
ionic gated MoS2 [21,22,28,29].
In this study, by combining the advantages of an ionic

liquid top gate and a solid state back gate, we show that
the electronic states of the top and bottom surfaces of
a few-layer MoS2 flake can be independently controlled,
resembling the process of stacking a conventional vdW

heterostructure. In a five-layer device, both superconduc-
tivity and pronounced Shubnikov–de Haas (SdH) oscilla-
tions are observed. Robust Ising protection suggests that
the superconducting state forms at the K=K0 valleys of the
topmost layer, while the SdH oscillations are contributed by
the electrons residing in the Q=Q0 valleys of the bottom
layers. Moreover, by employing a high-κ dielectric back
gate, we induce an interaction between the top super-
conducting layer and the bottom layers, manifesting as the
proximity effect that weakens the superconductivity.
Figure1(a) shows schematically the heteroelectronic states

formed in a dual-gateMoS2 transistor. Superconductivity can
be routinely induced by ionic gating when the carrier density
(n2D) reaches ∼1014 cm−2 (Supplemental Material Figs. S1
and S2 [30]). Theoretical calculations show that the carrier
distribution in individual layers decays exponentially from
the top to the bottomdue to a strongThomas-Fermi screening
effect [40,41]; i.e., n2D of the second layer contains only 10%
of the total induced carrier in contrast with nearly 90% being
accumulated on the topmost one. The topmost layer becomes
electronically isolated and behaves like a monolayer.
Superconductivity exists only in the topmost layer, since
n2D of the second layer is∼1013 cm−2, which is far below the
critical value for reaching superconductivity [21,22].
According to the ab initio calculation of the density of

states (DOS) [21], the Fermi energy EF is shifted by
∼0.2 eV from the conduction band edge corresponding to a
doping level of n2D ∼1014 cm−2. Because of the inversion
symmetry breaking caused by the field effect, calculations
[42] show that the band structure of a gated multilayer
mimics that of a monolayer, where the doping fills the band
edge at the K=K0 valleys. With very strong gating, EF may
cross the bottom of the Q=Q0 valleys [in the midway
between the Γ and K=K0 points, Fig. 1(b)]. Nevertheless,
the observed 2D behavior and large in-plane critical field
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(Bc2) (Supplemental Material Fig. S2 [30]) suggest that the
superconductivity is predominantly contributed by the
electrons residing in the K=K0 valleys [22,29]. Strong spin
orbital coupling and inversion symmetry breaking (by ionic
gating) induce a Zeeman-like effective magnetic field Beff
(∼100 T), oppositely applied at theK=K0 points [Fig. 1(b)].
Spins of electrons in the Cooper pairs are polarized to the
out-of-plane direction by this Zeeman field, which protects
their orientation from being realigned by in-plane magnetic
fields, leading to a large in-plane Bc2 (Ising protection). The
spin orbital splitting gap (∼6.2 meV) obtained from the
experiment is comparable to the value expected from
theoretical calculations at the K=K0 points (∼3 meV) [43].
On the other hand, the back gate accumulates a smaller

amount of carriers compared with ionic gating, but the
induced carriers preferentially couple to the layers at the
bottom surface because of the geometric configuration [44].
Neglecting the quasi-isolated topmost layer, the minima of
the conduction band for the bottom layers resume to the
Q=Q0 valleys. Considering the low carrier density induced
by the back gate, the Fermi energy is a few meVabove the
conduction band edge; thus, the induced electrons primarily
occupy the Q=Q0 valleys of the bottom layers [Fig. 1(b)].
Figure 1(c) shows the longitudinal magnetoresistance

of a five-layer MoS2 device on a substrate composed of

h-BN=SiO2 (30=300 nm), at different back gate voltages
(VBG). While a zero resistance state is observed at zero
magnetic field B, pronounced SdH oscillations appear at
high fields where superconductivity is suppressed. After
subtracting the magnetoresistance background [Fig. 1(d)],
SdH oscillations can be clearly observed as a periodic
function of 1=B, and the oscillation frequency decreases
with increasing VBG. The envelope function of the SdH
oscillations can be well described by the Lifshitz-Kosevich
formula [45,46]

ΔR ¼ 4R0e−αTDαT= sinhðαTÞ; ð1Þ
where α ¼ 2π2kB=ℏωc, R0 is the resistance at zero field,
ωc ¼ eB=m� the cyclotron frequency, and m� the effective
mass of electrons.TD ¼ ℏ=2πkBτ is theDingle temperature,
with τ being the scattering time.n2D is related to the period of
oscillation through n2D ¼ geBF=h, where BF is the oscil-
lation frequency in 1=B, g ¼ gsgv is the Landau level
degeneracy, and gs and gv the spin and valley degeneracy,
respectively. On the other hand, the oscillation is apparently
modulated by the back gate, so a change of n2D can be
deduced from the back gate voltage and capacitance through
n2D ¼ CgðVBG − V thÞ=e, where Cg ¼ 10.5 nF=cm2 is the
capacitance per unit area for 300 nm SiO2 and 30 nm h-BN
used in this device. Therefore, BF¼ðhCg=ge2ÞðVBG−V thÞ.
From the linear fitting in Fig. 2(a), we obtain the Landau
level degeneracy g ¼ 3.16, which agrees with previous
reports [47,48]. Because of the inversion symmetry broken
by the out-of-plane electrical field of ionic gating, the energy
bands at the Q=Q0 valleys split into two subbands for
different spin polarizations. At zero magnetic field, the
lower subbands at 3Q and 3Q0 valleys share the same energy,
so the degeneracy is 6 [Fig. 1(b)]. At high magnetic fields,
the degeneracy betweenQ andQ0 valleys is lifted by the spin
and valleyZeeman splitting [49–51].As a result, only 3Q (or
3Q0) valleys are occupied [inset in Fig. 2(a)], leading to a
degeneracy of 3, which is highly consistent with our
observation value of 3.16.
With the obtained Landau level degeneracy, the carrier

density for the SdH oscillations can be calculated from
n2D ¼ geBF=h as shown in Fig. 2(b) (dark green dots and
dashed line). For comparison, the red shaded area in
Fig. 2(b) indicates the carrier density for achieving super-
conductivity referring to the phase diagram [21]. The
carrier densities calculated from the SdH oscillations
(∼5 × 1012 cm−2) are more than one order of magnitude
lower thanwhat is required for the onset of superconductivity
(∼6 × 1013 cm−2), suggesting the presence of two types of
carriers with different densities. This is also supported by the
Hall resistance, which exhibits a nonlinear behavior that can
be well fitted by a two-band model (Supplemental Material
Fig. S6 [30]). Similar behavior was observed at the
LaTiO3=SrTiO3 interface [52], where the back gate induced
high-mobility electrons that were spatially separated from
the low-mobility superconducting electron gas. Therefore,

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the structure of few-layer
MoS2 and carrier distribution induced by an ionic gate (red) and a
back gate (green). (b) Simplified band diagram for the top and
bottom electronic states. Different colors represent different spin
bands [spin up (down), blue (red)]. Largearrows indicate the intrinsic
effective Zeeman field originated from spin-orbit coupling. (c)Mag-
netoresistance of a dual-gate MoS2 transistor on an h-BN substrate,
measured at T¼2K forVBG¼90, 95, 100, 105, and 110 V. (d) SdH
oscillations as a function of 1=B after subtracting the magneto-
resistance background. The curves are vertically shifted for clarity.
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the deviation from the linear Hall effect serves as clear
evidence for the existence of heteroelectronic states in
different layers: high-density electron in the topmost layer
for superconductivity and low-density electrons in the
bottom layers for SdH oscillations, respectively.
Theoretical calculations [53] show that the electron

effective mass is 0.5me in the K=K0 valleys and 0.6me
in the Q=Q0 valleys. By fitting the temperature dependence
of the oscillation amplitude with the Lifshitz-Kosevich
formula [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)], the effective mass of
electrons participating in the SdH oscillations can be
determined as m� ¼ 0.59me (me is the electron rest mass),
which is highly consistent with the electrons residing in the
Q=Q0 valleys. Overall, the SdH oscillations can be unam-
biguously attributed to the Q=Q0 valleys of the bottom
layers, while the superconductivity is predominantly con-
tributed by the K=K0 valleys of the topmost layer.
As the first step, inducing two independent electronic

states of dissimilar properties achieves only the structural
similarity of vdW heterostructures. More importantly, an
interaction between the heteroelectronic states can emerge
when their wave functions overlap, as shown in the right
panel in Fig. 1(a). To implement this idea, we fabricated a
four-layer MoS2 device on a HfO2 (50 nm) substrate. The
high-κ dielectric allows continuous tuning of the carrier

density within Δn2D ∼�3 × 1013 cm−2 by biasing up to
�20 V. Figure 3(a) shows the temperature dependence of
the normalized sheet resistance for a superconducting state
with Tc ¼ 8.5 K at VBG ¼ 0 V. The Tc [orange dots in
Fig. 3(b), defined as 50% of the normal resistance]
increases monotonically from −20 to 3 V but surprisingly
starts to decrease at VBG>3V, deviating from the estab-
lished phase diagram [21]. Similar behavior is observed in a
different superconducting state (smaller ionic gate voltage)
with Tc ¼ 3.5 K at VBG ¼ 0 V [red dots in Fig. 3(b)],
although the deviation initiates at a higher VBG. In Fig. 3(b),
the horizontal axis is converted to an effective gate voltage
Veff (calculated by the back gate capacitance) so that we
can directly compare the back gate dependence of Tc with
the phase diagram. For VBG < V th (threshold voltage of the
bottom layers, ≈0 V; see Supplemental Material Fig. S1
[30]), the bottom layers remains insulating and acts as an
additional dielectric layer for back gate tuning of the carrier
density in the topmost layer; therefore, Tc decreases in
accordance with the phase diagram. For VBG > V th, how-
ever, the bottom layers become metallic and screen out VBG.
The back gate cannot effectively accumulate carriers in the
topmost layer; therefore, Tc is not expected to change.
The observed reduction of Tc could be caused by the

proximity effect, because Cooper pairs of the topmost layer

FIG. 2. (a) Oscillation frequency BF as a function of VBG. The
solid line indicates the best linear fitting, yielding a degeneracy of
3.16. Inset: Illustration of the energy bands under a magnetic field,
where the degeneracy of Q and Q0 valleys is lifted. (b) Calculated
carrier density from the SdH oscillations as a function ofVBG (dark
green dots and dashed guiding line). The red shaded area indicates
the carrier density for the superconducting phase. (c) SdH oscil-
lations as a function of the temperature from 2 to 6 K, with
VBG¼110V. (d) Temperature dependence of the oscillation am-
plitude at B ¼ 9.9 T, giving an electron effective mass of 0.59me.

σ ρ

FIG. 3. (a) Temperature dependence of the sheet resistance Rs,
normalized by the normal resistance at 13 K. (b) Change of Tc as
a function of VBG; the solid lines are guidance for the eyes. State
A (orange) is extracted from panel (a); state B (red) corresponds
to a different ionic gating state of the same device. The shaded
area represents the phase diagram from Ref. [21]. (c) Extracted
conductivity of the bottom layers (black solid curve, left axis) and
calculated 1=ρint (red dots connected by the solid guideline, right
axis) as a function of VBG. Inset: VBG dependence of Rs at 13 K.
(d) Rs as a function of VBG at different temperatures, showing
continuous “bipolar” switching of superconductivity. The off and
on refer to finite and zero resistances, respectively.
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can diffuse into the bottom layers if they become metallic.
Similar to a conventional superconductor-normal metal
(SN) bilayer structure [54–57], the Tc of a superconducting
thin film decreases on a metallic substrate due to the
proximity effect. Following the Usadel equation [58],
Fominov and Feigel’man developed the following relation
to describe the influence of a metallic substrate on the
superconducting properties [54]:

ln
Tcs

Tc
¼ τN

τS þ τN

"
ψ

�
1

2
þ hðτS þ τNÞ
2πkBTcτSτN

�
− ψ

�
1

2

�

− ln

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ

�
τS þ τN
τSτNωD

�
2

s #
; ð2Þ

where ψðxÞ is the digamma function, Tcs the original
transition temperature, and Tc the transition temperature
on a metallic substrate. τN and τS are given by τN ¼
2πðVNdN=V2

SÞρint and τS ¼ 2πðdS=VSÞρint, respectively,
and VN and VS are the Fermi velocities of the normal and
superconducting states, respectively; dS and dN are the
thickness of the superconducting and normal layers, respec-
tively. ρint is defined as the dimensionless resistance between
the SN layers, parameterizing the coupling strength. ρint
decreases as the coupling between the SN layers increases.
The logarithmic term in Eq. (2) is important only for a
perfect interface (ρint → 0), which can be omitted in the
present analysis, because the interface between the top and
bottom channels is far from being perfect (large ρint).
At VBG ¼ 3 V, just before switching on the bottom

layers, we obtained Tc ¼ Tcs ¼ 8.75 K. With the increase
of VBG and decrease of Tc, the coupling parameter in
Eq. (2) can be numerically solved. In Fig. 3(c), we plot
1=ρint as the analogy of the dimensionless interface
conductivity. The obtained small interface conductivity
corroborates the omission of the logarithmic term in
Eq. (2). For comparison, we extract the conductivity of
the bottom layers by assuming that the VBG dependence of
Rs [inset in Fig. 3(c)] is contributed by the two parallel
conducting channels as ð1=RSÞ ¼ ð1=RtopÞ þ ð1=RbottomÞ.
When the bottom channel is in the off state (Rbottom → ∞)
at VBG < V th, we estimate that Rtop ≈ 750 Ω, which sat-
urates at negative VBG. The extracted conductivity of the
bottom channel is shown in Fig. 3(c) (black curve), where
we can see a clear correlation between the conductivity of
the bottom layers and the interface conductivity 1=ρint. This
close correlation strongly suggests that the formation of a
metallic bottom state suppresses the superconductivity in
the topmost layer through the proximity effect.
Based on this gate viable coupling, a “bipolarlike”

superconducting transistor operation can be established
as shown in Fig. 3(d), where the on and off states refer to
zero and finite resistance, respectively. At a relatively high
temperature (T ¼ 7.5 K), the superconducting state can be
switched off by both positive and negative back gate

voltages with different working principles: (i) for
VBG < 0 V, the bottom channel remains insulating and
acts like an additional dielectric layer for the field effect
tuning of the superconductivity in the topmost layer; (ii) for
VBG > 0 V, the bottom channel becomes metallic, which
leads to a proximity effect that weakens the superconduc-
tivity. Well below Tc (for T < 5 K) where the super-
conducting pairing is strong, both the field effect and
proximity effect show little effect.
The interaction between the heteroelectronic states also

significantly affects other physical parameters associated
with the superconductivity. The upper critical field Bc2
(defined as 50% of the normal state resistance) varies
drastically due to the formation of a metallic bottom state.
As shown in Fig. 4, the Bc2 (B⊥ ab plane) is compared in
two regimes: the field effect regime (VBG < 0 V) and the
proximity effect regime (VBG > 0 V). At VBG < 0 V, the
temperature dependences of Bc2 at different VBG display as
a series of nearly parallel lines, indicating that the decrease
of Bc2 is proportional to the decrease of Tc. At VBG > 0 V,
however, the slope of the Bc2 − Tc curve decreases sub-
stantially in contrast to the small change of Tc. To further
investigate this unusual behavior, we calculated the temper-
ature dependence of Bc2 as shown in Figs. 4(c) and
4(d) (more details are discussed in Supplemental
Material Sec. VI [30]). The result reproduces all the
experimental features: the left and right panels are

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of Bc2 for different VBG from
(a)−20 to 0 Vand (b) 0 to 20 V. (c),(d) The calculated temperature
dependence of Bc2 corresponding to the same regimes shown in
panels (a) and (b). The left and right panels correspond to the field
effect regime and the proximity effect regime, respectively.
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characterized as the VBG control of the field effect depletion
and proximity effect, respectively. The underlying physical
mechanism can be phenomenologically explained by
the Werthamer-Helfand-Hohenberg theory [59], which
describes the temperature and mean free path dependence
of the Bc2 of type-II superconductors. The slope of Bc2 at
Tc, ðdBc2=dTÞT¼Tc

, is inversely proportional to the electron
mean free path. In our device at large positive VBG, the
bottom channel becomes more metallic and acts as an
effective screening layer, which reduces the charged
impurity scatterings in the topmost layer. Consequently,
the mean free path of the electron increases significantly,
leading to the suppression of Bc2.
In summary, we induced heteroelectronic states in a

single MoS2 thin flake, in which both superconductivity
and SdH oscillations are observed. By controlling the
coupling strength between the top and bottom states, we
created a bipolarlike superconducting transistor. A metallic
bottom state significantly suppress the upper critical field,
implying that the interlayer coupling played an important
role in determining the electronic properties of the artificial
heterostructure. The manipulation of heteroelectronic states
in a single vdW material provides a new degree of freedom
in electronic band structure engineering and is promising
for developing a unique family of homojunctions, whose
electronic and optical properties will largely enrich the
functionalities of vdW structures.
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